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Introduction

• Fossil fuels are the main responsible of
pollution.
• Fossil fuel reserves will be exhausted.

Need to
switch to a
renewable
energy
system

Power-to-Gas

Renewable
energy
sources are
intermittent
and variable
Electricity
can be
stored in a
chemical
carrier

• Storage is needed in order to have a
flexible system based on renewable energy
sources.

• Producing hydrogen results in a higher overall
yield.
• Methane is a well-known energy carrier and
the infrastructure is ready for its use.

Methodology
Aspen Plus v9 (Aspentech) software was employed for the simulation of the process and the sizing of the different equipments.
The industrial plant design should be separated in three different areas: i) water electrolysis process, ii) carbon dioxide methanation process and iii) condensation of the produced gas stream, with the
gas product being injected into the natural gas grid, taken into account the NG requirements; and the liquid product, mainly water, being recycled in the electrolysis process. The design also should
present different heat exchangers in order to optimize the heat efficiency of the process.

Initial assumptions

Power: 20
MW (average
Spanish wind
power plant)

Pure carbon
dioxide as
feed

Model design

AspenPlus
process
simulation

Kinetic model
from literature

Heat
integration

Model validation

Product requirements
according to Spanish
gas regulation

Economic
analysis

Feasibility of the
proposed industrial
plant

Results
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Design based on commercially available technology
obtained from the literature [1].

A fixed bed multitubular reactor was selected as the configuration for
the proposed design.

The stack is composed by 14 electrolysers of 1.25
MW each, able to process 3,150 m3/h of water. PEM
technology was selected in order to operate at
variable rates [2] with a expected cost of 486 €/kW
by 2020 [3].

This reactor was selected due to the fact that carbon dioxide
methanation reaction is highly exothermic and this design allows an
efficient cooling. The reactor was sized using a kinetic model from the
literature [4]. The reactor was composed by 16 tubes (2 m length,
DN100, Sch 5/5S) filled with a total amount of 332 kg of catalyst.

• M101 and M102: mixer
• R101-S101: electrolyser stack
• HX101, HX102 and HX103: heat exchanger
• H101: heater
• R102: methanation reactor
• F101: flash condenser
• V101: membrane
• FFC101: fin fan cooler
• P101: pump

Obtained products
• High purity synthetic natural gas (SNG).
CH4 content higher than 95 %.
• Composition of the injected product according to
the Spanish gas regulation.
• Pure oxygen as main byproduct of the electrolysis.
• Heat released and equipment cost were taken
into account for process optimization.

Conclusions

High purity SNG is obtained with the proposed
design.

Optimized heat exchanger network allows the use
of the heat generated in the reactor. This heat can
be used to preheat other currents, minimizing the
need of an external energy input.

The proposed design can be feasible as long as
renewable electricity is free and available.
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